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Research Study on a Smartphone App Collecting Mental Health Information from Your Phone
**What Does LAMP Do?**

- Keeps Your Data Secure
- Assess Symptoms in Real Time
- Brain Games to Check Thinking
- Phone Sensor and Wearable Data to Capture Environment

---

**Who Can Partake?**

Anyone over the age of 18, in active mental health treatment who owns a smartphone, and has a diagnosis of depression or schizophrenia.

**What Will You Receive?**

- Use of smartphone study apps and a wearable
- Up to $150 over the course of this 90 day study
- A copy of all app and smartwatch data you collect

---

**A STUDY TO SEE IF INFORMATION THAT YOUR PHONE AND A SMART WATCH COLLECT MAY IN THE FUTURE PROVIDE INFORMATION ABOUT UNDERSTANDING DEPRESSION OR SCHIZOPHRENIA**

------------------

**TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE LAMP RESEARCH STUDY, PLEASE CALL OUR TEAM: 617-754-1207**